
Quimester Exam 11th Grade

Format and weighting:

1.Study Guide (Assignment)- 40% DUE on the 18th of January
-Topic Review Mind Maps (25%)
-Exam Style Revision Questions (15%)- stoichiometry, chemical equations and
formula

2. Paper 1 (Multiple Choice) (Topic 1, 2, 3.1, 4.1 )- 20% (30mins)
(Paper Exam- 20 questions in total)

3, Paper 2 - 40% ( 1 hour)
(Paper Exam)

Short-answer and extended-response questions on Topics 1, 2 and 4.1
Calculators are allowed and a data booklet is provided.

EXAM:

26th January

https://www.iisjaipur.org/International_Wing/Chemistry_data_booklet.pdf


PART 1: Mind Map or Study Notes-

Instructions: Create Mind Maps (Study Notes) for Topics 1 and 2

Example:

https://www.mindmeister.com/map/2145124276 TOPIC 1

https://www.mindmeister.com/map/2145142906 TOPIC 2

Resources:

Grade 11- Quimester Exam Study Guide

Syllabus

IB Alchemy

Textbook chapters (see below)

Topic 1: Stoichiometry Topic 1 - TOPIC 1 - STUDY TEXT PDF
*Suggested Practice: Study Text Pg 7 (#1-8, 10-11, 15) & Pg 8(#1, 8)

TEXTBOOK:
★ 1.1 TEXTBOOK
★ 1.2 TEXTBOOK
★ 1.3 TEXTBOOK

● 1.1 Intro to particulate nature of matter and chemical change
● 1.2 The mole concept

○ Calculations using Avogadro's number
○ Calculations finding percentage composition by mass (empirical vs molecular formulas)
○ Percentage Yield

● 1.3 Reacting masses and volumes
○ Determining limiting reagent
○ Limiting Reactants

Topic 2: Atomic Structure Topic 2 - STUDY TEXT PDF
*Suggested Practice: Study Text Pg 14 (#1-10) & Pg 15 (#1, 3, 6)

TEXTBOOK:
★ 2.1 TEXTBOOK
★ 2.2 TEXTBOOK

● 2.1 The nuclear atom
○ Subatomic particles (Protons, Neutrons, Electrons)
○ Relative atomic mass
○ Isotopes and calculating percent abundance

● 2.2 Electron configuration
○ Write/identify electron configurations
○ UV Spectrum

https://www.mindmeister.com/map/2145124276
https://www.mindmeister.com/map/2145142906
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H9Xf5tHdwQcbvU0T_W0p0V1PR6Sbu5Lw9MBxYRWLGCo/edit
https://www.ibchem.com/root_pdf/Chemistry_guide_2016.pdf
https://ibalchemy.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u7byhAyFXizi5nkvWk6r7w9mPSVDIZER/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwjtKDl5SCmPb1ItRkFpbW5sWU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwjtKDl5SCmPOWlTUnZXLURUeUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwjtKDl5SCmPNVpFamR4VTdBTE0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b3povCcucwoMluPFBfQmzcWTra_T3Yrg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwjtKDl5SCmPc194MDhodVZ1SkE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwjtKDl5SCmPYmQ2UTZzd3FsWTQ


○ (pg 54 textbook)
○ High energy radiations have short wavelengths, Low energy radiations have long wavelengths

ANSWERS

Grading:

Grade Criteria

10 -Provides a complete and detailed analysis of Topics 1 and 2 and their subtopics
Topic 1

1. Matter and Chemical Change
2. The mole concept
3. Reacting Masses and Volumes

Topic 2
1. The Nuclear Atom
2. Electron Configuration

-Analysis is completed in high detail and mind map is logical and easy to follow
-Relevant Pictures are added and referred to for clarification
-No significant errors

9 -Provides detailed analysis of Topics 1 and 2 and their subtopics
Topic 1

1. Matter and Chemical Change
2. The mole concept
3. Reacting Masses and Volumes

Topic 2
4. The Nuclear Atom
5. Electron Configuration

-Analysis is completed in some detail, mind map is mostly easily to follow
- Few pictures, although relevant, are added and referred to for clarification
-Some minor error

8 -Provides a outline of Topics 1 and 2 and their subtopics
Topic 1

4. Matter and Chemical Change
5. The mole concept
6. Reacting Masses and Volumes

Topic 2
3. The Nuclear Atom
4. Electron Configuration

-Key points are outlined, at times the mind map is hard to follow
- Some pictures are irrelevant
-Some minor error

7 The basis of one (or both) of the Topics.
Many pictures are irrelevant
Errors in understanding regularly affect the understanding of the topics.
Outline is hard to follow.

Below 7 -Very poor attempt
-No use of pictures

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fzerKuKDfSNEvXR4OiYCBH83BTdxcyyYM-hNe5wdfwo/edit


Part 2: Chemical Formula and Stoichiometry: (ANSWER on Paper NOT on this document) /23

1. Write the correct formula for the following ionic substances: (3 marks)

a) Sodium chloride
b) Magnesium sulfide
c) Aluminium oxide
d) Zinc (II) nitrate
e) Calcium chloride
f) Potassium phosphate

2. Write the correct formula for the following covalent substances: (3 marks)

a) Oxygen
b) Sulfur dioxide
c) Carbon monoxide
d) Fluorine (molecule)
e) Dinitrogen tetroxide
f) Diphosphorus pentoxide

3. Write the correct full or noble electron configuration for the following (6 marks)

a) Lithium
b) Phosphorus
c) Potassium
d) Copper
e) Fluorine (-) ion
f) Iron (II) ion

4. Write balanced chemical equations for the following:  (include states of matter for full credit) (6
marks)

a) Hydrochloric acid reacts with sodium carbonate to form 3 products: an ionic substance, carbon dioxide
and water.

b) Magnesium metal reacts with hydrochloric acid to form magnesium chloride and hydrogen gas.

c) Sulfuric acid reacts with potassium hydroxide to form water and another ionic substance.



5.  Answer the following questions using Stoichiometry. Use the correct amount of significant figures.
(11 marks)
A.Methane (CH4) and excess Oxygen undergo complete combustion to form Carbon Dioxide and Water.(3
marks)

01. Write the balanced equation.

02. Find the molar mass of:
a. Methane

b. Water

03.How many grams of water are formed when 5.7 grams of methane are combusted?

B. Excess potassium is reacted with 50cm3 of 2mol/dm3 hydrochloric acid to form hydrogen gas (*Hint!
Diatomic molecule!) and potassium chloride. (3 marks)

1. Write a balanced chemical equation.

2. How many grams of potassium chloride were produced?

3. What volume of hydrogen gas was produced (at STP)?

LIMITING REACTANT

C. Magnesium metal reacts with copper(II) carbonate (see right) according to the following equation:

Mg(s) + CuCO3(aq) → MgCO3(aq) + Cu(s)

1. Determine the maximum mass of copper that can be deposited when 3.200 g of magnesium is added to
100.0 cm3 of 2.00 mol/dm3 copper(II) carbonate solution. (2 marks)

D. Calculate the volume of carbon dioxide produced (at STP) when 150 cm3 of 1.00 mol dm3 hydrochloric
acid, HCl(aq), is added to 50.0 g of calcium carbonate, CaCO3. (Acid + Metal Carbonate → Carbon dioxide +
water + ionic salt) (3 marks) (FIND LIMITING REACTANT FIRST)


